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Definitions
• Leader: One who possesses the ability to create and communicate a clear 

vision that inspires others to follow or give leadership in some way.

• Leadership: To communicate people’s worth and potential so clearly that 
they are inspired to see it in themselves.

• Economic Development: Is the process by which local economies create 
broad-based prosperity for residents and workers through business 
expansion and investment, job creation, and public and civic sector 
investment in the area’s development resource base. Economic growth, on 
the other hand, refers to a quantitative increase in local economic output 
(similar to GDP).
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Top Concern for Economic Development: 
Create Broad-Based Prosperity

• Economic development is failing 
miserably in creating broad-
based prosperity largely because 
it is being undermined by the ill-
fated side effects of Wall Street 
and our nation’s debt burden.

• In other words, when the profits 
from “financializing” collateral 
and leveraging those bets to the 
hilt far exceed generating wealth 
by creating products and 
services, the economy is 
hollowed out as the perverse 
incentives of “financialization” 
start driving every business 
decision and strategy.
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When investment returns exceed economic growth, the rich get 
richer, increasing inequality. The only way to reduce wealth 

inequality is to change the incentives and disincentives to favor 
productive investments and innovation rather than financialization.



Ashtabula County Median Income by Age, 2013
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2013 Median Household Income: 25-44 Year Olds
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Key Economic Development Stakeholders
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Economic 
Development
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Three Core Business Development Strategies 
to Create Jobs and Prosperity
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Supply and Demand Side Strategies 
in Economic Development
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Supply Side Strategies: Create competitive resources and 
economic climate (location advantages) for economic 
development.

• Workforce, sites and buildings, infrastructure, quality of life, costs of 
doing business, government policies and regulations, tourism 
attractions, etc.

Demand Side Strategies: Develop high quality businesses and 
industries that require available development resources. 

• Existing businesses, new businesses, entrepreneurial startups, stage 2 
companies, tourists/visitors, agribusiness, manufacturing, etc.



Trends in Involving Younger Leaders in Economic Development
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Significant interest in economic development by younger leaders.

Progress involving younger leaders is moderate to slow.

Board positions hinge on financial investment in the organization (pay to play).

Smart communities and organizations more readily involve younger leaders.

Urban areas move faster than rural areas to involve younger leaders.

Younger leaders often more interested in entrepreneurship, technology, talent, 
quality of place, community and neighborhood development.

Reliance on networks, social media, teams, and flat organizations.



What It Takes To Be a Good ED Leader
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Economic Development Leadership Options
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Variable Organization Boards Organization
Committees

Multiple 
Organization 
Councils

Special Subject
Matter 
Groups

Role Governance Advisory Coordination & 
Collaboration Across 
Organizations

Input & Sounding
Board

Requirements Other board 
experience, time 
and financial 
investment, 
integrity, stature

Advisory
experience, time 
investment, 
integrity, stature

Board experience,
time investment, 
integrity, stature

Subject matter 
knowledge, 
integrity, time 
commitment 

Time Commitment Monthly, 1-3 years Monthly to 
quarterly, 1-3 years

Monthly to
quarterly, 1-3 years

Variable and on 
demand

Predominant
Stakeholder Sector 
Representation

2/3 business and 
rest from govt.,
education, other

Depends upon 
committee focus 
and role

Usually EDO CEO 
and Board Chair or
President

Depends upon
subject matter


